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TITLE PAGE 

 

Enriching the Academic Wordlist and Secondary Vocabulary Lists with Lexicogrammar: 
Toward a Pattern Grammar of Academic Vocabulary 

 

Abstract: 

The interaction between lexis and grammatical patterns has been known in the literature as 
lexicogrammar, and research in this area has suggested that learning vocabulary necessitates 
learning accompanying grammatical patterns. Existing academic wordlists, focusing on isolated 
vocabulary items out of grammatical context, thus could be enriched with their target 
vocabulary’s common grammatical patterns. This paper therefore describes the lexicogrammar 
of academic vocabulary on the widely used Academic Word List and recently published 
Secondary Vocabulary Lists. From a corpus of secondary school reading material, it extracts the 
grammatical patterns frequently associated with academic vocabulary. Drawing on frameworks 
such as Pattern Grammar and Construction Grammar, and using methods such as colligation and 
collexeme analysis, this study describes the subset of academic vocabulary associated with 
particular grammatical patterns. Furthermore, the results of this study are developed into a 
pedagogical resource that lists the vocabulary and grammar interactions, along with authentic 
examples of the interaction from the corpus and relevant statistical information. The paper offers 
specific pedagogical uses of how the resource, named the Lexicogrammar of Academic 
Vocabulary lists (LAV lists), can be used for developing the breadth and depth of academic 
vocabulary knowledge in students.  

  

Keywords: academic vocabulary, lexicogrammar, wordlists, pattern grammar, construction 
grammar, corpus linguistics.     
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- Grammatical patterns are described for the Academic Word List and Secondary 
Vocabulary Colligation 

- A pedagogical resource is developed, the Lexicogrammar of Academic Vocabulary (LAV) 
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- Grammatical pattern analysis reveals the common context for the presentation of 
academic vocabulary  



- Pedagogical activities for developing the lexicogrammatical knowledge of academic 
vocabulary are described  
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Enriching the Academic Wordlist and Secondary Vocabulary Lists with Lexicogrammar: Toward a 

Pattern Grammar of Academic Vocabulary 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper describes the lexicogrammar of academic vocabulary. It takes the widely used and 

researched Academic Word List (AWL) (Coxhead, 2000) and the recently published Secondary 

Vocabulary Lists (SVL) (Green & Lambert, 2018) and applies natural language processing techniques to 

a corpus of academic writing so as to extract the grammatical patterns frequently associated with 

academic vocabulary. The study of the interaction between lexis and grammar has been known in the 

literature as the concept of lexicogrammar (Halliday, 2003), and it is by now established in usage-based 

linguistics that vocabulary and grammar interact to the extent that there is no clear line between grammar 

and lexicon. If neither vocabulary nor grammar is independent of one another, then by implication 

learning vocabulary necessitates learning accompanying grammatical patterns (Garnier & Schmitt, 2016). 

Existing academic wordlists therefore should be enriched with their target vocabulary’s common 

grammatical patterns, and this is the research purpose of the current study. This study offers several 

contributions to research and pedagogy. It is the first colligation and collexeme study of academic 

vocabulary. Colligation refers to the recurrent participation of a vocabulary item in a particular 

grammatical context, such as the association between give and the double object pattern subj (give) X to 

Y. Just as collocations are relationships between words, colligations are relationships between words and 

grammar. Collexeme analysis is a statistical method developed in Construction Grammar (Goldberg, 

1995; Stefanowitsch & Gries, 2003) allowing us to measure which words are attracted to which 

grammatical patterns. Through collexeme analysis, this study describes the subset of academic vocabulary 

associated with particular grammatical patterns, and produces a pedagogical resource that lists these 

vocabulary and grammar interactions, along with authentic examples of the interaction from a corpus and 
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relevant statistical information. The resource, the Lexicogrammar of Academic Vocabulary lists (LAV 

lists), can be used by teachers, curriculum planners, researchers and, possibly, by students themselves.   

   

2. Literature Review  

2.1. Pattern Grammar and Construction Grammar: Useful frameworks for academic vocabulary  

The notion of lexicogrammar is widely accepted in corpus linguistics (Roemer, 2011) and so it 

perhaps surprising that despite the extensive work done on academic wordlists in corpus linguistics over 

the past 20 years, the grammar patterns of academic vocabulary remain understudied. For example, 

nobody has yet produced a pattern grammar for academic vocabulary along the lines of Hunston and 

Francis (2000), whose work aimed to describe for frequent verbs, nouns and adjectives in English, their 

most common grammatical contexts of use. Recent research into academic writing and speaking has, 

however, begun to move beyond the study of single vocabulary items to explore patterns such as 

collocation and phraseology (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010). This paper offers the results as a first step 

toward a pedagogical list of the grammar patterns of academic vocabulary.  

Pattern grammar is a corpus-driven approach to describing the lexicon and grammar of English 

from within the functional tradition of linguistics in the United Kingdom (Hunston & Francis, 2000). The 

idea of pattern grammar is to use a corpus to extract the grammatical contexts frequently associated with 

particular lexical items and offer an inventory of such patterns as a reference for teaching, learning, and 

further research. Patterns are defined as “a phraseology frequently associated with (a sense of) a word, 

particularly in terms of the prepositions, groups, and clauses that follow the word” (Hunston & Francis, 

2000, p. 3). For example, the grammatical pattern V n as n, in which V stands for a verb and n a noun, 

often colligates with verbs such as consider and choose as in: I consider him as a friend; They chose her 

as their representative (Hunston & Francis, 2000, p. 167). While knowing many words contributes to a 

breadth of vocabulary knowledge, knowledge of the grammatical contexts of words such as consider and 
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choose contributes to vocabulary depth. As Richards (1976, p. 79) noted in his classic paper on 

vocabulary teaching “knowing a word means knowing the syntactic behaviour associated with a word”. A 

description of grammatical patterns also allows one to see that a single pattern may be associated with 

several words, such as det N that with ‘the fact that’, ‘ the idea that’, ‘ the suggestion that’, as well as how 

a single word may be associated with several patterns, such as explain, which patterns with V wh ‘explain 

why’, V about n ‘went on to explain about’, and V n to n ‘she explained it to you’ (Hunston & Francis, 

2000, p. 46). Pedagogically, Hunston and Francis (2000, p. 261) argue that developing pattern grammars 

is useful for the professional development of teachers, as a reference a teacher might use similar to a 

dictionary, thesaurus or grammar book: “language teachers in training… should be encouraged to identify 

patterns as grammar points for learners to notice (Hunston & Francis, 2000, p. 271). They suggest the 

patterns themselves can be taken from reference material and used in class in presentation, practice and 

production activities for noticing and awareness raising.  

Construction Grammar (Goldberg, 1995, 2019) is a framework for understanding language that 

has much in common with Pattern Grammar, though its origins are in the United States and from 

cognitive linguistics rather than corpus linguistics. Construction Grammar, like Pattern Grammar, is a 

usage-based model of language but goes further than Pattern Grammar and argues that grammar 

ultimately derives from the use of language over time, through processes such as the grammaticalization 

of lexical items. In other words, the use of vocabulary in certain ways and frequently enough can change 

that vocabulary over time into grammatical information, such as a verb like will  coming to be used as a 

future tense marker in English (Hopper & Traugott, 2003). Since grammar derives from lexis for 

communicative purposes, lexis and grammar are then two ends of spectrum for managing discourse 

coherence (Givon, 2018). Construction Grammar proposes that like vocabulary selection, the grammatical 

choices speakers make carry meaning. For example, the ditransitive is a very abstract grammatical 

pattern, but is selected when a speaker needs a pattern with the meaning of transfer. In Construction 

Grammar, mid-level constructions are grammatical patterns associated with particular vocabulary items. 
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Bonnefille (2006, p. 23) for example studies the mid-level construction in which go patterns with subject-

verb-adverb, as in ‘He went crazy for the idea’, arguing its overall meaning is ‘X changes state to Y’. 

Recent work by those involved in originally developing Pattern Grammar, noticing the similarities and 

shared interest with Construction Grammar, have begun to publish papers that integrate the two 

approaches. Hunston and Su (2017, p.1), for example, argue for “an updated reinterpretation of the notion 

of grammar patterns in terms of Construction Grammar”.  

Pattern grammar and construction grammar, in particular the notion of mid-level constructions, 

provide a meaningful framework from which to study academic vocabulary. The frameworks both 

emphasize the interaction between vocabulary and grammar at every level of the linguistic system, 

leading us to the idea that one cannot have a complete academic vocabulary without knowing the 

lexicogrammar of academic vocabulary. What is needed therefore to facilitate the development of  

academic vocabulary knowledge is a description of the grammatical patterns of such lexical items. This 

study takes the academic vocabulary from two word lists, the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 2000) and 

the Secondary Vocabulary Lists (Green & Lambert, 2018), and aims to establish which of these are 

reliably associated with particular grammar patterns, using methods such as collexeme analysis developed 

within Construction Grammar.  

 

2.2. Identifying lexicogrammar patterns through collexeme analysis  

Corpus linguistics, always fundamental to Pattern Grammar, has played an increasing role in 

Construction Grammar. One significant contribution has been collostructional analysis (Stefanowich & 

Gries, 2003), a family of three statistical methods for identifying associations between vocabulary and 

grammar. The first statistical method is known as collexeme analysis, the second distinctive collexeme 

analysis, and the third covarying collexeme analysis. This study employs collexeme analysis, which 

computes whether there is a statistically significant relationship between a given word and a grammatical 
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context, and how strong the association is (distinctive collexeme analysis measures the attraction of 

alternative lemmas to a construction, e.g. will  versus be going to in future constructions, and covarying 

collexeme analysis computes the association between one lemma to one part of a construction and another 

to second part, e.g. pronouns versus nouns within double object constructions). Much like collocation 

analysis which uses statistics such as mutual information or the t-score to determine the strength of the 

relationship between co-occurring words (Gablasova et al. 2017), collexeme analysis measures the 

strength of the relationship between words and grammatical patterns; for example, the probability of give 

occurring in the ditransitive is much higher than other verbs (Stefanowitch & Gries, 2003, p.6). 

Collexeme analysis “is basically little more than the extension of the quantitative study of collocation (co-

occurrences of words) with association measures (AMs) in corpus linguistics to the study of colligation 

(co-occurrences of words and grammatical patterns or constructions, hence collostruction)” (Gries, 2015, 

p. 507).  

Collexeme analysis has been applied to studies of verb preferences in the dative alternation, the 

complementation patterns of as constructions (e.g. regard as, describe as, see as etc.) (Gries, 2015), verb 

preferences in –ing progressive constructions across world Englishes (Deshors, 2017), noun preferences 

in genitive alteration (of or possessive s) (Stefanowicth & Gries, 2003) and more besides. In order to 

conduct a collexeme analysis, one must have frequency counts of the vocabulary item, the grammatical 

pattern and their co-occurrence, i.e. the frequency of the mid-level construction. Most collexeme research 

studies specific constructions, and uses manual coding to derive the required frequencies (Gries, 2015). 

For the approach of the current study which conducts collexeme analysis on hundreds of academic words 

at once, the large scale extraction of words and grammatical patterns requires the use of advanced Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) systems. This study leverages the recently released NLP tool, TAASSC: 

Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Syntactic Sophistication and Complexity (Kyle, 2016), which was 

designed for measuring syntactic complexity by parsing corpus and counting, for example, subordinate 

clause frequency, sentence length, modifiers per noun phrase etc. However, rather than use the tool to 
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investigate linguistic complexity, an auxiliary feature of the system was used. To compute linguistic 

complexity, TAASSC first parses a corpus, identifies the head word of a phrase or clause, e.g. the noun in 

a noun phrase or the verb heading the clause, and then outputs files containing the headword with the 

parse of the phrase/clause it occurs within.. These output files constituted the data for the current study. A 

script extracted from this output only those headwords that occurred in the AWL and SVL, thus 

extracting from the corpus the grammar patterns of academic vocabulary.  

 

2.3. Academic vocabulary: The Academic Wordlist and the Secondary Vocabulary Lists 

The current study uses both the AWL and SVL in order to represent both general and discipline-

specific vocabulary. What constitutes academic vocabulary as a construct is debated, and hard to pin 

down (Gardner & Davies, 2014), but it is generally accepted to consist of both a general academic 

vocabulary and a discipline-specific vocabulary (Baumann & Graves, 2010). The Academic Word List 

(Coxhead, 2000) is a corpus derived wordlist aimed at capturing the general academic vocabulary of 

English and has had significant historical impact in pedagogy and research (Coxhead, 2016; Schmitt & 

Schmitt, 2012). The AWL, though initially designed for ESL foundation tertiary courses, has been widely 

used even in contexts such as secondary school (DiCerbo et al., 2014). This study extracts the 

lexicogrammar patterns of the AWL rather than the more recent Academic Vocabulary List (AVL) 

(Gardner & Davies, 2014), not because the former is technically superior to the later but rather for 

pragmatic reasons, namely the AWL appears to be more widely used than the AVL at present informing 

apps, textbooks, curriculum and research, including within secondary school contexts (Coxhead, 2016, p. 

181; Dang et al., 2017). This could change over time and the AVL become dominant, but at the current 

moment, the number of teachers using the AWL suggests it would be helpful to have a pattern grammar 

of these vocabulary items at hand. The AWL was created from a corpus of textbooks, journal articles, 

teaching artifacts, as well as components of preexisting corpora such as Brown and LOB. Most material 

for the corpus from which target academic words were derived came from texts published in New 
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Zealand. Coxhead’s (2000: 229) selection criteria for filtering from the corpus useful academic 

vocabulary included: 1. Words that were not on the GSL; 2. Words that occurred in more than 15 (of 28) 

subjects; 3. above 100 occurrences in the corpus; 4. above 10 occurrences in arts, commerce, law, and 

science. After applying these criteria, the AWL emerged, containing 570 items and covering around 10% 

of all vocabulary in academic reading material. The AWL includes verbs such as analyze, establish, 

constitute, distribute and nouns such as environment, concept, data, and context.  

The Secondary Vocabulary Lists (Green & Lambert, 2018) are a set of corpus derived wordlists 

aimed at capturing discipline-specific academic vocabulary for eight secondary school subjects: biology, 

geography, history, chemistry, physics, English, math, and economics. The lists were derived from a 

corpus of secondary school textbooks, recommended for use in the UK and Singapore classrooms at O-

levels, A-levels and upper secondary. The methods for selecting vocabulary on these lists included: 

minimum frequency above 28 per million words; range more than 50% of texts in a discipline; ratio of 3 

times more frequent in the discipline than general usage; being a content word; dispersion above 0.5 per 

discipline; range ratio above 20% of its minimum frequency in more than 50% of texts. These criteria 

produced 880 vocabulary items for biology, 519 for chemistry, 477 for economics, 686 for English, 702 

for geography, 717 for history, 546 for physics, and 253 for mathematics, with coverage ranging up to 

20% of all words read by students in the disciplines. The lists contain, for example, high frequency 

biology words such as cell, blood and enzyme, chemistry words such as reaction, acid and ion, and 

geography words such as country, population and development. Recent research has seen the publication 

of several discipline-specific wordlists based on tertiary material like the AWL (Todd, 2017; Lei & Liu, 

2016) for which it would be valuable to produce pattern grammars; however, the SVL was chosen as a 

worthwhile resource for this project, in part, since it represents broad disciplinary domains. For example, 

while secondary curricula has courses for geography, math, or biology, these become more specialized in 

tertiary education where one studies specific subtypes of geography, math or biology. Hence, many 

existing ESP wordlists have quite narrow subject categories, such as medicine, or engineering, or nursing 
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(Yang, 2015), which are valuable in their own right, but the broader domains of the SVL are likely to be 

appealing to teachers in foundation EAP and, particularly, pre-tertiary contexts. 

 

2.4. From single word pedagogical lists to lexicogrammatical resources   

Concurrent to the trend toward discipline-specific vocabulary resources, recent work has paid 

more attention to lexicogrammar, resulting in the development of resources such as phrase lists and 

collocation lists, which include some level of grammatical information. As Nation (2001, p. 324) states, 

collocations are not only lexical but exhibit “some element of grammatical or lexical unpredictability or 

inflexibility”. Lu, Yoon and Kisselev (2018), for example, recently developed a phrase frames list for 

helping students write instructions to social science research articles. They extracted from a 517,703 word 

corpus of six social science disciplines a list of 270 5-word phrase frames and 84 6-word frames that met 

criteria such as a minimum frequency of 16 occurrences per million words for 5-word phrases and 12 

times per million for six word phrases. They set criteria such as range, i.e. each frame had to occur in 

more than 3 texts and 2 disciplines, and be associated with more than 2 vocabulary items. A frame is a 

phrase with an open slot. For example, while an academic phrase list may just contain “the aim of the 

study” what Lu, Yoon and Kisselev (2018, p. 76) capture is the broader pattern, namely “the * of the 

study” in which * is a variable frequently filled by vocabulary such as goal, purpose, point. The current 

study extends this further, looking at grammar patterns associated with study such as determiner-noun-

prepositional object, thereby capturing not only the phrase frame the point/goal/purpose of the study, but 

also the reason for this study, the limitations of this study, and the participants in this study.  

A well-known collocation list is the Academic Collocation List (ACL) by Ackerman and Chen 

(2013). The authors note that while “the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 2000) is arguably the most 

widely used EAP word list nowadays”, it is not enriched with collocation information (Ackerman & 

Chen, 2013, p. 236). The ACL used a corpus of 37 million words made up of textbooks, lectures, and 
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journal papers, with both spoken and written data across 28 disciplines. The researchers extracted all 

collocations with an MI of 3 and a t-score of 2, within a span of 3 words of each other. The authors took a 

subjective approach to corpus derived wordlist development, which means they manually vetted from the 

final resource, based on subjective judgments, any items the data driven approach had produced but that 

they felt were pedagogically not useful. The final collocation list consisted of 2,468 academic 

collocations, such as economic power, educational institution, environmental factors. Lei and Liu (2018) 

followed this up with their own resource, the Academic English Collocation list (AECL). They criticized 

Ackerman and Chen (2013) for the subjective removal of items generated by objective criteria. This 

debate between objective and subjective approaches to corpus derived pedagogical resources has been 

extensively covered in recent publications (Brezenia & Gablasova, 2017; Dang et al. 2017; Green & 

Lambert, 2019) so will not be reviewed extensively here. The subjective  approach tends to point to the 

fact that data driven approaches are not as nuanced as human decisions of pedagogical value and so items 

can wind up on a list whose pedagogical worth can be questioned. The subjective approach suggests such 

items should be removed on the basis of researcher or teacher intuitions. The objective approach, 

however, argues that researchers and teachers differ in judgments of pedagogical worth and that 

subjective vetting a-priori before releasing a resource undermines the spirit of corpus linguistics which 

tries to get beyond intuiting what is or is not of pedagogical value. Looking at any given corpus derived 

resource, the individual teacher can be trusted as a professional to decide what is and is not worth 

teaching.  

Lei and Liu (2018) place themselves firmly in the objective camp, and it is also the approach the 

current paper aligns with. Therefore, using a corpus covering five disciplines that included the BNC 

academic, the BAWE and the Jiao Da English for Science and Technology Corpus (JDEST), Lei and Liu 

(2018 p. 222) extracted the collocations of the 3,015 vocabulary items of the Academic Vocabulary List 

(Gardner & Davies, 2014). Lei and Liu (2018) extracted POS tagged collocates, vetted incorrect parses, 

used a MI of 3 and t score of 2, and a collocation span of 5 words, resulting in a list of 9,049 collocations 

to be learned during the acquisition of academic vocabulary. Similar to Lei and Liu (2018), the current 
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study’s exploration of academic vocabulary lexicogrammar is based on previously published academic 

wordlists, as it seems unnecessary to start from scratch and develop new wordlists for the current paper so 

as to explore the grammatical patterns of academic vocabulary.  

 

3. This Study  

Thus far, no study has established for academic vocabulary which words are associated with 

particular grammatical patterns, nor has an extensive list of such patterns been produced that can be used 

as a resource by teachers and researchers. This study therefore aims to address these research gaps and 

extend our understanding of academic vocabulary in the context of pedagogical wordlists. The paper is 

descriptive and applied: like Pattern Grammar and Construction Grammar, it wants to describe the 

English language system, in this case with regards to the lexicogrammar of academic vocabulary;  from 

the applied, pedagogical perspective, however, this description is developed into the LAV list (the 

Lexicogrammar of Academic Vocabulary list), a resource freely available in the supplementary materials 

of this journal. The paper focusses on the following two research questions:  

 

1. What are the grammar patterns of the academic vocabulary in the AWL and SVL? 

2. How is the description of the grammar patterns for academic vocabulary useful for pedagogy?  

 

4. Methodology 

The grammar patterns for the AWL and SVL were extracted from a corpus of 206 textbooks, the 

majority sourced from recommended reading lists in curriculum documents from Singapore or the UK, 

including approved textbook lists and examination board course notes. Most corpus material was (> 82%) 

was published in the past 6 years, in the two aforementioned countries. The corpus represented eight 
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different subjects, covering upper secondary, O-levels and A-levels (approximately grades 9-12), 

including: physics, biology, geography, chemistry, mathematics, economics, English and history. Sources 

for all corpus material cited in this paper are listed in the supplementary materials. Textbooks were 

scanned via OCR, cleaned (e.g. pictures, figures, reference lists removed) and converted to plain text 

format, following which a sentence extraction script was written in PERL to extract data for NLP 

processing for the current study1. Further details on corpus development are reported in Green and 

Lambert (2018, 2019). AWL patterns were extracted from the corpus as a whole, while the discipline-

specific SVL patterns were extracted from the relevant disciplinary corpora. Word counts per discipline 

are provided in Table 1. 

 

[Insert Table 1 about here] 

 

The corpus was processed using TAASSC: the Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Syntactic 

Sophistication and Complexity (Kyle 2016), and on the output files a series of regex expressions and 

excel functions were written to extract all verbs and nouns listed in the AWL and SVL. Other content 

words such as adjective and adverbs, of which the AWL and SVL contains only a handful, were not 

considered in the current study due to software limitations. Once target vocabulary from the SVL and 

AWL had been extracted from the TAASSC output files, a range of criteria were established to ensure 

that only those academic vocabulary items with significant relationships to particular grammatical 

patterns were retained for the final resource. The criteria were: a collexeme value above 1.3; a minimum 

of three or more grammatical constituents; a minimum of 10 colligations per million words between word 

and grammatical pattern for nouns and 5 per million for verbs. For usability (Durrant, 2009), the final 

LAV list length was limited to the 5 most frequent patterns for each vocabulary word (only a few items 

needed limiting, such as cell, which in biology had a long list of colligations meeting statistical 

significance).  
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 These criteria are justified as follows. The minimum frequency allows us to be sure that the 

academic word co-occurs with the pattern at a rate in which it would be often encountered by students in 

their reading. Minimum frequency criteria are of course somewhat arbitrary, but previous research into 

lexical bundles has used 10 occurrences per million as a minimum frequency for pedagogical usefulness, 

which was adhered to for nouns, but verb constructions differed significantly by disciplines so a 

minimum frequency of 5 produced lists of comparable length for each disciplines. The criterion of having 

a minimum of three constituents was based on the questionable pedagogical worth of including patterns 

that were only two constituents, most of which were subject-verb, or verb-object, or modifier-noun. Since 

the head word is given, it is essentially just saying that the head word can be modified, e.g. this verb takes 

a subject, or this noun can be modified, which is not useful. For the same reason, subject-verb-direct 

object was not listed as a pattern of transitive verbs on the final resource, even when an association was 

found to be statistically significant via collexeme analysis. The minimum collexeme value was set at 1.3., 

because this is the threshold for statistically significant colligations at the p <.05 level. Higher collexeme 

values indicate a stronger unique attraction between the vocabulary item and the grammatical pattern. 

Collexeme values were computed using the package Collostructions in R (Flach, 2017). To produce the 

final LAV, the data was imported into an excel sheet and a concordance line added demonstrating the 

vocabulary within their grammatical patterns, to aid teachers in understanding the information produced 

by this study. Examples were sometimes modified, e.g. shortened, intervening clauses removed, or 

punctuation added, and since all numbers were stripped in corpus preprocessing, missing values are 

indicated by N, X or Y, e.g. ‘N cm’. 

 

5. Results and discussion 

Rather than providing just a description of the grammar patterns of academic vocabulary, the results of 

this study have been organized as a set of resources freely available to researchers and teachers in the 

online supplementary materials of this journal, called the Lexicogrammar of Academic Vocabulary 
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(LAV) Lists. The LAV contains academic vocabulary from the AWL and SVL that has associations with 

particular grammatical patterns, listing these grammar patterns as well as statistical information such as 

the frequency of the pattern, and collexeme association strength. The LAV also provides an example 

concordance line to illustrate for teachers each vocabulary-grammar pattern. A key for understanding the 

shorthand used for describing patterns (e.g. as in Table 1), and sources for citations, are also provided in 

the LAV. The resource is packaged as an excel file, so that the information can be sorted easily. For 

example, one can sort by word, and see all the patterns that a particular academic word participates in, or 

they can sort by pattern and see which vocabulary items participate in similar constructions, or they can 

sort by association strength and frequency. 

  The LAV results reveal that 87 AWL words had statistically significant and relatively frequent 

colligations with particular grammatical patterns. This is relatively small set of vocabulary items of the 

570 on the AWL. These 87 words participated in 73 grammar patterns. For the SVL, the LAV contains 

111 (of the 880) biology words in 142 grammar patterns; for physics, 175 (of 546) in 127 patterns; for 

chemistry 152 (of 519) in 133 patterns; for geography 107 (of 702) in 63 patterns; for English 102 (of 

686) in 91 patterns; for history 165 (of 717) in 122 patterns; for economics 115 (of 477) in 98 patterns; 

and, for mathematics 117 (of 253) in 139 patterns. An important observation from this result is that there 

is but a relatively small subset of academic vocabulary from the SVL and AWL that have strong, reliable 

associations with grammar patterns. Rather than every word having extensive grammar patterns that need 

to be taught with it, this subset constitutes a reasonable number of teachable items, which is key criteria in 

useful corpus-derived resource (Durrant, 2009).  

Table 2 shows the ten most frequent lexicogrammar patterns associated with the academic 

vocabulary of the AWL and the SVL, illustrated by two disciplines, biology and economics.  

 

[Insert Table 2 about here] 
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For discussion of what the LAV reveals, let us consider some examples from Table 2. In the 

AWL, consist is an isolated item recommended to be taught as part of academic vocabulary, but as shown 

in table 1 is associated in academic discourse with the preposition of, as in “The ry plane consists of the 

points with coordinates s, t. [G2M]”. Table 2 shows that the AWL word enable patterns with nsubj-v-

dobj-xcomp, where xcomp is an infinitival complement, as in “Field sketches enable you to pick out from 

the landscape the features [E2AP]”. The LAV frequencies suggest about 1/3 of the time enable occurred 

in the corpus, it was in this pattern (i.e. 51/142) (Note: similar numbers were found in the corpus of 

Contemporary American English, with 12248 uses of enable in the academic section of the corpus and 

5365 of them followed by to within 3 nouns, approximately 43%). Occur is frequently presented with an 

adverbial clause, as in “Deposition occurs when the velocity of the wind decreases [E2AP]”, while react 

is associated with the pattern nsubj-v-prep-with-xcomp, such as “They can react with sodium hydroxide to 

give chain alkanes [B1ASe]”. Such a pattern is not intuitive, and thus informative to teachers. With nouns, 

area and economy in the AWL were both associated with the det-amod-pobj pattern, i.e. a complex noun 

phrase functioning as the object of a proposition with the noun modified by a determiner and adjective, as 

in “Water from an agricultural area is likely to contain a lot of minerals essential from plant growth 

[A1C]”. The object of a preposition is arguably often overlooked as a grammatical context that can be 

used when presenting target vocabulary.  

Turning now to discipline-specific vocabulary, Table 2 shows code in biology patterning with 

nsubj-v-prep-for, e.g. “Every group of three bases which codes for a specific amino acid is known as a 

codon [A1B]”, and contain with subordinate clause markers (i.e. mark) in mark-nsubj-v-dobj, “The most 

effective way of testing whether photosynthesis has taken place is to test whether a leaf contains starch. 

[A1B]”.  Carry in biology is often in the grammatical context of v-prt-dobj, i.e. participle with a direct 

object, as in “It helps in carrying out the function of the structure [A1C]” . Cell is the most frequent noun 

in the SVL biology section. Table 2 indicates several associated grammatical patterns, including amod-

nn-pobj, i.e. cell modified by an adjective and noun with the entire complex noun phrase functioning as 
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object to a preposition, as in “a certain type of white blood cell [A1D]”. The pattern can also often be 

modification by two nouns, det-nn-nn-pobj, “water moves into the root hair cell [A1A]”. In economics, 

tend frequently patterns with nsubj-v-xcomp, such as “capital tends to increase with time [C1C]”. Nouns 

rate and curve both pattern with noun modification, det-nn-nsubj, as in “a demand curve [C1C]” and “the 

unemployment rate [C1B]”. It would make sense then when presenting vocabulary such as rate and curve 

to use examples including modification by other nouns. 

While Table 2 presents the most frequent academic vocabulary-grammar interactions, the LAV 

also tells us what the most frequent grammar patterns are for academy vocabulary more generally. The 5 

most frequent grammar patterns for each discipline are reported in Table 3. 

 

[Insert Table 3 about here] 

  

Table 3 shows that differences clearly exist amongst disciplines’ usage preferences for 

grammatical patterns. This finding adds to the research on disciplinary variation in academic language, 

which has shown that for vocabulary, phrases, and discourse moves, there are substantial differences 

across disciplines (Durrant, 2016). It has not been shown before for that there are substantial differences 

in grammar patterns also. In the AWL, generally the most frequent pattern is nsubj-v-ccomp, a 

complement clause context, e.g. “Thinking ahead of the event ensures that precautions can be taken 

[E2CP]”. The pattern is also frequent in history, economics and math, but used less in biology, physics, 

chemistry and geography. Amongst the most frequent constructions in STEM are passives, but their 

realization differs across subjects, e.g. in chemistry, nsubjpass-v-agent as in “Poly can be manufactured 

by the process [B1D]”, but in in biology nsubjpass-v-prep_in, “The reducing agent is oxidised in the 

process [B1E]”. As an aside, given that some researchers (Durrant, 2016) have questioned general 

academic vocabulary as a construct, in the context of research exploring whether we might partition out 
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entirely general academic vocabulary into discipline-specific resources, 128 of 187 AWL patterns 

(approximately 66%) in the LAV were unique in that they did not occur in other disciplines’ results.  

More generally, the LAV reflects an insight from Pattern Grammar that has not yet been explored 

with regard to academic vocabulary, and this is that words that share similar patterns are related, either 

semantically, conceptually, or in their discourse use (Hunston & Francis, 2000, p. 83). For example, in the 

AWL, the following words appear: define, derive, obtain, illustrate, involve, convert, attach, link. The 

current research reveals that these items are related, which the AWL alone does not, as they are associated 

with the pattern nsubjpass-v-prep, as in “An individual storm is defined as a rainfall period separated by 

dry intervals [E2AP]”, or “Heat which is derived from the earth's core [E2F] ”. This is likely not intuitive 

information a teacher has, or could recognize form considering the AWL by itself. Similarly, in physics, 

the LAV shows the following words associate with the passive: apply, cool, heat, reverse, switch, place, 

apply, connect, switch, so teaching examples when presenting this vocabulary might include: “When the 

current is reversed, the direction of the magnetic field will also be reversed [H1E]”, or “the negative 

terminal of the ammeter is connected to the negative terminal of the battery [H1D]”. Technical 

vocabulary can also be targeted in this way. Take, for example, noun phrases from mathematics built 

around the words probability, coefficient, denominator, circumference, radius. These all share the pattern 

det-pobj-prep, which reflects a meaning group of relationships between things, parts and wholes, as in “A, 

B, C and E all lie on the circumference of the circle [G1A]” and “The possibilities for the coefficients of 

the x terms [G1B]”. Words like distance, height, radius, ratio, sum share the pattern det-nsubj-prep-prep, 

a double preposition construction often found in word problems asking for calculations, e.g. “the ratio of 

dollars to Rupees [G1C]”, “ the sum of the perimeter of the sector [G1A]”, “ the radius of the water in the 

water cooler [G1M]”.  

    Let us conclude this paper with a discussion of specific examples of how the LAV can be used 

in the classroom. The following draws on ideas in previous pattern grammar research, such as Francis, 

Manning and Hunston (1997), who suggest four core exercises for vocabulary building based on grammar 
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patterns: find the pattern, filling in gaps, rewriting and sentence matching exercises. Let us first consider a 

sentence matching activity using the results of the current study. This activity involves the use of 

concordance lines from the LAV split at the target vocabulary item, then shuffled, and students match the 

sentence halves. Example (1) is a quick to design activity that takes as targets the biology vocabulary 

items absorb, catalyse, control, detect, which all share the pattern nsubjpass-v-agent.   

 
(1) Sentence matching: Biology vocabulary with agentive passives    
1. These simple substances can be absorbed a) by two genes A and B. 

2. This phosphorylation is catalysed b) by conducting blood tests. 

3. Production of anthocyanin is controlled c) by the cells in the body. 

4. Aids can be detected  d) by the enzyme ATP synthase. 
Answers: 1(c), 2(d), 3(a), 4(b).  
 
Note that activities such as (1) have the advantage of supporting content learning along with the 

lexicogrammar. There is no need, however, for either the student or English teacher to have any expertise 

in the content to answer (1) correctly. Even if a student is yet to study such content in biology, they can 

complete the above easily if the teacher supplements the activity by allowing online searches of words in 

the sentences. Also, as Roemer (2011) notes, it is not necessary for discipline-specific language teaching 

by the English teacher to always align vocabulary instruction with what is being studied 

contemporaneously in content classes, since at some point the vocabulary will be of use to the students. In 

(2) a filling in the gaps activity is demonstrated using the LAV. These kinds of activities allow students 

consider a list of vocabulary items and choose which belongs in which sentence. In (2), the following 

nouns from physics are targeted for learning: coil, position, circuit, conductor, liquid. Since the LAV 

shows they all pattern with relative clauses in prepositional objects, activity (2) uses this pattern as 

context for the vocabulary learning.  

 

(2) Fill in the gaps: Physics vocabulary with relative clauses    
In the sentences, a noun from the list is missing. Mark where it goes and choose the correct noun. Use 
each noun only once. 
Nouns: COIL, POSITION, CIRCUIT, CONDUCTOR, LIQUID 
Sentences:  
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1. Therefore, in a which uses a copper wire, the direction of the conventional current is opposite to the 
direction of the motion of electrons. 
2. The figure shows a soft iron bar wound with a which is connected to a centre zero galvanometer. 
3. The potential difference v across a that obeys Ohm's law is varied. 
4. The mass of the which overflowed is 10g. 
 

Another activity might consist of a ‘complete the pattern’ task asking students to reconstruct a 

sentence not only by choosing and inserting target vocabulary but also the pattern with which it 

commonly occurs (e.g. Francis, Manning & Hunston, 1997, p. 151). For example, (3) is a list of chemistry 

words that frequently pattern with infinitive clauses.   

 
 

(3) Complete the pattern 
The verbs [V] and phrases [P] are missing from the sentences. Choose from the lists to complete the 
patterns.   
Verbs [V] 
1. dissolve 
2. react 
3. heat 
4. oxidise 
5. burn 
6. decompose 

Phrases [P] 
a) to form a purple solution  
b) to form sulfur and water  
c) to form iron sulfide  
d) to form alcohols 
e) to give carbon dioxide and water  
f) to produce oxygen, measured at room 
conditions 

When a tiny crystal of potassium manganate is placed in water, it____ [V]________________[P]   
In another reaction, sulfur dioxide ___[V] with hydrogen sulfide_________[P]   
A mixture containing iron filings and sulfur is ___[V]_______ [P]   
They can be _____[V] _______[P] 
Alcohols _____[V] completely in air ____________[P]   
Calculate the mass of lead oxide that _____[V] _____[P]    
 
The answers in (3) are given in correct sequence since this is for illustrative purposes only, i.e. 1 and (a) 

are the verb [V] and phrase [P] answers to the first sentence. In a real activity, the teacher would shuffle 

the orders of the verbs and phrases. With all of the activities above, only a few minutes work was required 

using the resources developed by this paper.  

  
 
6. Limitations 

There are several limitations to the current study. It is not a complete Pattern Grammar nor 

Construction Grammar, as meaning groups have not yet been established. A goal of both frameworks has 

been to try to develop taxonomies that capture why vocabulary/mid-level constructions share similar 
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patterns (Hunston & Su, 2017). Also, the data is a corpus of secondary school textbooks, so does not 

cover all possible reading material in secondary school, and patterns in tertiary reading material may 

differ. It must also be borne in mind that the corpus representing textbooks is a model of reading and the 

patterns extracted from it best for reading fluency, since after all, we do not aim for students to write 

textbooks, only read them. The problem is not unique to the current study, e.g. the AWL though used to 

teach academic writing was based on textbooks and journal articles, not a corpus of student writing 

(Durrant, 2016). Problems common to natural language processing are worth noting, such as the noise in 

the data from scanning errors, tagging and parsing mistakes. We cannot expect parsing software to have 

correctly coded every sentence in the data, so mistakes exist (Kyle, 2016). The patterns found in this 

study should be confirmed in other corpora in future research. As noted, 5 occurrences per million words 

was set as the lower threshold for LAV inclusion. Some may think this too infrequent for an item to be 

worth teaching, but consider the following are less than 5 per million (in COCA): atomic particle, 

cardiovascular disease, sexually transmitted disease, developing country, in my view. All of these would 

likely be expected to be known by an academically literate student. Finally, the argument has been that 

academic wordlists can be enriched through the concepts of pattern grammar, and future research should 

therefore enrich other important wordlists with such information, including but not limited to the AVL 

(Gardner & Davies, 2014) and the Academic Spoken Wordlist (Dang et al., 2017). 

 

7. Conclusions 

This paper has conducted a study of the lexicogrammar of academic vocabulary based on two 

academic wordlists, the Academic Wordlist (Coxhead, 2000) and the Secondary Vocabulary Lists (Green 

& Lambert, 2018). The aim was to enrich these lists with their grammatical patterns. The pattern grammar 

of academic vocabulary is an understudied research area, though it fits well in the recent trends toward the 

study of phrases, lexical bundles, collocations, and phrase frames in academic discourse. In order to be 

fluent and know a word, both breadth and depth are essential. Breadth typically refers to the number of 
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words that a student knows while depth refers to how much they know about the vocabulary items 

(Schmitt, 2014). As Cobb (1999, p. 348) notes “successful learning is promoted by meeting words in 

varied situations in addition to varied contexts… Large, well-structured, richly interconnected and cross 

referenced L2 lexicons appear to be acquired only through meeting words in diverse natural contexts, 

over lengthy periods of time”. The material developed in this study, the Lexicogrammar of Academic 

Vocabulary (LAV) Lists, can assist in the development of academic vocabulary depth.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. Thanks to XXX for developing the sentence extraction script.  
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List of Tables:  

 

Table 1 

Dataset word counts.   

Biology 800609 Geography 1337302 Total 
Chemistry 1011106 History 1796798 9344527 
Economics 1419926 Mathematics 625756 

 English 1,428,234 Physics 924796 
  

Table 2 

Frequent lexicogrammar patterns in the AWL and SVL. 

 AWL: General Academic SVL: Biology SVL: Economics 

Verb Pattern Verb Pattern Verb Pattern 

consist nsubj-v-prep-of code nsubj-v-prep_for pay v-prep-for 

occur nsubj-v-advcl carry v-prt-dobj tend nsubj-v-xcomp 

enable nsubj-v-dobj-xcomp bind nsubj-v-prep_to fall mark-nsubj-v 

involve v-prep-in contain mark-nsubj-v-dobj exceed mark-nsubj-v-dobj 

react nsubj-v-prep-with-xcomp contain nsubj-v-dobj-dobj rise mark-nsubj-v 

occur nsubj-v-prep-in carry nsubj-v-prt-dobj buy v-dobj-dobj 

affect advmod-nsubj-v-dobj contain nsubj-advmod-v-dobj decide nsubj-v-xcomp 

define nsubjpass-v-prep-as control nsubjpass-v-agent rise advmod-nsubj-v 

involve nsubj-v-xcomp surround nsubjpass-v-agent fall advmod-nsubj-v 

consist nsubj-v-prep-of prevent nsubj-v-dobj-prepc_from pay v-prep-for 
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Noun Pattern Noun Pattern Noun Pattern 

area det-amod-pobj cell amod-nn-pobj run det-amod-pobj 
economy det-amod-pobj cell det-amod-nn-pobj increase det-nsubj-prep 
period det-pobj-prep cell det-nn-nn-pobj price det-pobj-prep 
role det-amod-dobj cell amod-nn-nsubj price det-nsubj-prep 
period det-amod-pobj potential det-nn-nsubj-prep curve det-nn-pobj 
range det-dobj-prep potential det-nn-dobj-prep price det-dobj-prep 
sector det-amod-pobj tubule det-amod-amod-pobj rate det-nn-nsubj 
area det-pobj-prep cell nn-nn-pobj economy det-amod-pobj 
process det-pobj-prep copy num-dobj-prep curve det-nn-nsubj 
area det-amod-pobj cell amod-nn-pobj run det-amod-pobj 
 

 

Table 3 

Most frequent grammatical patterns. 

 AWL Freq p/m SVL Biology  SVL Physics  

Verbs nsubj-v-ccomp 2003 mark-nsubj-v-dobj 1934 v-prep-in 1221 
 mark-nsubj-v-dobj 1495 nsubjpass-v-prep_in 275 mark-nsubj-v-dobj 1168 
 nsubj-v-xcomp 1399 nsubjpass-v-agent 535 nsubjpass-v-xcomp 924 
 v-prep-in 1109 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 535 v-prep-on 787 
 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 849 nsubj-v-dobj-xcomp 312 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 786 
Nouns det-pobj-prep 6838 det-amod-pobj-prep 1986 det-pobj-prep 7932 
 det-amod-pobj 5755 pobj-conj-and 1554 det-amod-pobj 7700 
 det-dobj-prep 4215 det-amod-dobj-prep 1418 det-dobj-prep 4395 
 det-nn-pobj 4052 amod-pobj-prep 1398 det-nn-pobj 4299 
 det-nsubj-prep 3379 amod-nn-pobj 1047 det-amod-pobj-prep 2404 
 SVL Chemistry  SVL Geography   SVL English   

Verbs nsubjpass-v-xcomp 1081 v-prep-in 1708 nsubj-v-ccomp 2729 
 nsubjpass-v-agent 931 v-dobj-dobj 1128 nsubj-v-xcomp 2135 
 nsubjpass-v-prep_in 890 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 1024 mark-nsubj-v-dobj 1718 
 nsubj-v-xcomp 776 nsubj-advmod-v-dobj 1004 v-prep-in 1073 
 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 712 v-prep-to 818 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 1052 
Nouns det-pobj-prep 63200 det-pobj-prep 8312 det-pobj-prep 6172 
 det-amod-pobj 53190 det-amod-pobj 6185 det-amod-pobj 4868 
 det-dobj-prep 38956 det-nn-pobj 4682 det-dobj-prep 3922 
 det-nn-pobj 37446 det-dobj-prep 4647 det-amod-dobj 2283 
 det-nsubj-prep 31226 pobj-conj-and 4276 det-nsubj-prep 2272 
 SVL History  SVL Economics  SVL Mathematics  

Verbs nsubj-v-ccomp 3850 nsubj-v-ccomp 3458 nsubj-v-ccomp 1033 
 nsubj-v-xcomp 3091 mark-nsubj-v-dobj 2949 mark-nsubj-v-dobj 879 
 mark-nsubj-v-dobj 2876 nsubj-v-xcomp 2203 v-dobj-dobj 571 
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 v-prep-in 1644 v-prep-in 1516 nsubj-v-xcomp 555 
 nsubj-advmod-v-dobj 1460 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 1461 advmod-nsubj-v-dobj 546 
Nouns det-pobj-prep 13530 det-pobj-prep 8624 det-amod-pobj 3549 
 det-amod-pobj 10607 det-amod-pobj 7341 det-dobj-prep 3153 
 det-nn-pobj 8793 det-dobj-prep 6022 det-nsubj-prep 2132 
 det-dobj-prep 7063 det-nsubj-prep 5768 det-nn-pobj 1906 
 pobj-conj-and 4827 det-nn-pobj 5456 det-amod-dobj 1820 
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